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Dispatches From New York: The Travels of a
Moroccan diplomat at the end of the age of empire
David Stenner

Department of History, Christopher Newport University, Newport News, VA, USA

ABSTRACT
The Moroccan nationalist Mehdi Bennouna traveled to New York in 1947 to
advocate for his country’s independence before the United Nations.
Throughout his six-month stay, he wrote daily reports to inform his
colleagues back home about his activities, focusing not only on politics but
also detailing the rhythm of daily life in the global metropolis. He thereby
reasserted Morocco’s rightful place on the global stage and portrayed the
kingdom’s urban bourgeoisie as the social force most capable of leading the
nation into the future. In many ways, his diary contained resonances of the
rihla account penned by the Moroccan diplomat Mohammad al-Saffar, who
had provided a detailed report about life under industrial modernity upon his
return from France in 1845. Contrasting the two travelogues offers unique a
window onto the transformation Moroccan society during a century of
European colonial expansion and contraction. The same international system,
which had once posed an eminent threat to the kingdom’s sovereignty, now
seemed to invite Morocco’s return on the basis of true equality.

KEYWORDS Colonialism; decolonization; Rihla; United Nations; Morocco

On11 June 1947, theMoroccan anticolonial activistMehdi Bennouna recorded
his first impressions ‘frombetween the skyscrapers of New York’.1 He began by
describing the last leg of his flight to La Guardia airport: ‘When we entered the
United States, we began to cruise above the cities glittering with lights, one
after another, until New York appeared before us with her greatness, beauty,
and colossal buildings’. Though happy to have successfully completed the
lengthy journey, his adventure did not end after he had cleared customs
and recovered his suitcases. ‘Travel from one place to another is no easy
matter here’, he explained, because ‘the city is big and every building equals
all of Tetouan and every street equals perhaps half of [Spanish Morocco]’.
New York was unlike anything his friends and relatives back home had ever
seen—both its size and the speed of everyday life had to be experienced
first-hand. Before finally going to bed, he dined at a nearby Arabic restaurant
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‘with tasty food that reminds me of Palestine and Egypt’. Amidst the shock of
the new, the familiar provided a degree of comfort.

These initial observations formedpart of a 229-page travel account that Ben-
nouna penned during his six-month stay in NewYork, where he had traveled to
secure UN support for Moroccan independence from French and Spanish rule
(1912-56). He had journeyed across the Atlantic as representative of his coun-
try’s two largest nationalist parties, Hizb al-Istiqlal (Independence Party) and
Hizb al-Islah al-Watani (Party of National Reform, PNR), whose leaders had
asked him to lobby on their behalf in the new capital of global diplomacy.
His visit could not have occurred at a more momentous time: he witnessed
both the partition of Palestine into separate Jewish and Arab states and the
growing tensions between the Western and Eastern blocs. Bennouna thus
chronicled the early Cold War from behind the scenes. However, he did not
just describe the inner workings of international diplomacy, but also used his
daily adventures in New York to reflect on American society and culture in
general. In so doing, he introduced his readers to an exciting but unfamiliar
place while simultaneously reflecting on Morocco and its place in the world.

In numerous regards,Mehdi Bennouna’s account paralleled that ofMuham-
mad al-Saffar, the secretary of the Moroccan ambassador who had traveled to
Paris in the winter of 1846. Sent abroad to participate in the renegotiation of
bilateral relations in the aftermath of the Battle of Isly (1844), during which
the French army had dealt a devastating blow to a much larger Moroccan
force, al-Saffar revealed himself to be an astute observer of the foreign lands
he visited. Following his return toNorth Africa, he published a 139-pagemanu-
script, which he presented to Sultan Abd al-Rahman (r. 1822–1859) in the royal
palace in Fez. His travelogue offered a vivid portrait of life in France that stood
in sharp contrast to the prevailing conditions in Morocco; it covered adminis-
trative practices, local customs, gender relations, and technological develop-
ments in great detail. Al-Saffar argued that it was the French ‘concern for
organisation and an aptitude for putting everything in its place’ that consti-
tuted the secret of their strength (Miller 1992, 121). Muslim societies, by con-
trast, had no means to counteract Europe’s increasing economic and military
prowess. Al-Saffar offered vital lessons about the need to reform theMoroccan
kingdom in order to secure its survival in themodernworld. His traveloguewas
brought to the attention of scholars by historian Susan Gilson Miller, who
recuperated the manuscript from the oblivion of the royal archives in Rabat
by publishing a commented version nearly one hundred fifty years later.

Muhammad al-Saffar’s account adhered to the precepts of rihla literature, a
classical Arabic genre that focused on the quest for knowledge and spirituality
(Netton 1998). Rihlas proliferated especially in the Western Mediterranean, as
exemplified by the legendary Moroccan globetrotter Ibn Battuta (1304-1369),
who combined personal experiences and hearsay to compile a captivating
account of his journeys from West Africa to Central Asia (Gibb 1958; Dunn
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2005; Elger 2010). Such accounts highlighted both the unity of the Islamic world
and the distinct characteristics of its various subregions (Dejugnat 2017; Lunde
and Stone 2012; Mackintosh-Smith and Montgomery 2014). They disseminated
religious learning and administrative practices and could help elevate the
social standing of traveling scholars (Garden 2015). Beginning in the sixteenth
century, an increasingnumber of Arabswrote reports about their travels to Chris-
tian Europe as the regional balance of power shifted away from theMuslimworld
(Matar 2009; Newman 2001; Heyberger 2018). The Chaldean priest Elias al-Musili
even reached the Americas in 1675 (Farah 2003). Rihlas were highly stylised,
usually beginning with an invocation of God’s protection and weaving Quranic
passages, religiouswisdoms, and poetry into the narrative; they aimed at provid-
ing accurate descriptions of places, personalities, and customs as well as ʿajaʾib
(curiosities, miracles) encountered along the way. They introduced the early
modern reader to foreign lands without foregrounding the personality of the
authorhimself. BeginningwithNapoleon’s conquestofEgypt (1798) and the sub-
sequent European imperialist expansion into the Middle East and North Africa, a
new generation of young Arabs traveled abroad to discover the secrets of
Western power. The author of the most widely read account was Rifaʿa al-
Tahtawi, a religious scholar who had served as spiritual guide to an Egyptian
student mission in Paris (Newman 2004). His The Extraction of Pure Gold in the
Overviewof Paris (1839)becamea foundational text for thenahda (cultural renais-
sance) thatmodernised Arab intellectual life during the long nineteenth century.

Morocco’s unique position as the only Arab country that had always main-
tained its independence from the Ottoman Empire (1300-1922) meant that it
had a history of dispatching diplomats across the Mediterranean. Some of the
embassies sought to protect Moroccan autonomy within the Islamic world
(Kitlas 2015; El Moudden 1992; Ibn Muammad 1994). Many of them went to
Europe, initially to ransom captured Moroccan subjects but later to recalibrate
bilateral relationswith theWesternpowers steadily expanding their influence in
North Africa (Qaddūrī 1995). Moroccan sultans sent a total of nine envoys to
France during the nineteenth century alone, a time when professional diplo-
mats still remained rarities in the Islamic world (Caillé 1960). (The Ottoman
Empire and the Regency of Tunis had opened their first permanent embassies
in Europe in the early nineteenth century) (Smida 1991; Gürpınar 2014: ch. 2).
Muhammad al-Saffar’s journey formed part of this wave of diplomatic engage-
ment, but his travelogue standsout as a singular literary achievement.While still
following the conventions of the rihlagenre, it also presented the author’s voice
and portrayed the emotions he experienced on his journey. Al-Saffar went
beyondmerelydescribingwhathe sawand insteadoffered thoughtful analyses.
The influence of al-Tahtawi’s travelogue, which he had read, immediately
becomes apparent to the reader. In the words of Susan Gilson Miller, al-Saffar
had a unique ‘aptitude for opening a window on a world remote from his
own and transmitting what he saw to others’ (Miller 1992, 4).
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It might seem that Mehdi Bennouna’s account has little in common with
Muhammad al-Saffar’s rihla, who had only mingled with the French upper-
class and participated in events carefully chosen by his hosts. Bennouna, by
contrast, traveled alone and could thus immerse himself in all aspects of Amer-
ican life. But he, too, penned a detailed account of his travels, which consisted
of daily updates about his activities and impressions unmediated by the con-
ventions of classical literature. Every evening, Bennouna sat at his desk towrite
down his thoughts in simple Arabic, and he regularly sent copies via air mail to
Morocco to keep his colleagues informed. Just like al-Saffar before him, Ben-
nouna wanted to understand, not just describe, everything he witnessed. His
diary was thus not primarily a tool of intimate personal reflection, but rather
snapshots of life in the nascent capital of international diplomacy. Although
read exclusively by his closest associates, the PNR regularly shared details
about his efforts on behalf of Moroccan independence, though not his
private commentary, with a wider audience. The diary remained hidden
among his personal papers after his return home and only resurfaced in
recent years when his youngest brother, Aboubakr Bennouna, began organis-
ing the family archive and making it accessible to researchers.

Mehdi Bennouna’s account should also be put into conversation with the
reports of other Arabs visiting the United States during the twentieth century.
The renowned historian Phillip Hitti was so overwhelmed upon his arrival in
New York in 1924 that he viewed its inhabitants as ‘giants among men’, who
were ‘superior in their qualities, distinguished in their vitality, and unique in
their abundance of energy’ (2011). Already in 1912, Egyptian prince Muham-
mad Ali Pasha quickly ‘grew tired of New York’ where felt like he ‘had been
placed in a hollow cylinder along with pieces of metal and thrown down a
slope, finding myself turning unstoppably’ (2011). The city’s skyscrapers ‘ren-
dered [man] insignificant’ and manifested ‘the power and greatness of
America’, commented the Egyptian writer Mahmud Taymur three decades
later (2011). These travelers not only commented on the urban built environ-
ment, but also sought to decipher the innate logic of American society in
general. The Egyptian microbiologist Zaki Khalid was not the only one who
noticed his hosts’ ‘love of money and their desire to make it’ (2011). Ameri-
cans were inherently pragmatic and expected that ‘their teachers prepare
knowledge for them in the same fashion a pharmacist prepares easy-to-
swallow pills for patients’, noted the Syrian academic Shafiq Jabri (2011).

Such a seemingly excessive focus on commercial success caused the pro-
minent Islamic intellectual Sayyid Qutb to pathologize American society as
materialist, violent, and hollow despite acknowledging its ‘virtues of pro-
duction and organisation’ (2011). And while Americans generally received
foreign visitors with great enthusiasm and curiosity, this could not hide the
fact that ‘they know very little, or perhaps even less than little’ about the
‘outside world’, according to the Egyptian professor of philosophy Zaki
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Najib Mahmud (2011). These travelers did not replicate the generally quite
enthusiastic travelogues penned by their nineteenth-century predecessors
visiting Europe. Decades of experiencing colonial modernity, coupled with
an increased self-esteem brought about by the rise of nationalist movements
across the Arab world, enabled them to offer much more nuanced, and some-
times quite critical, accounts of their host country.

Thebestway to readMehdiBennouna’s dispatches fromNewYork, however,
is against the background of al-Saffar’s rihla, not to compare and contrast these
two texts, but to discover resonances of the latter in the former. These two
upper-class gentlemen—both born in the same city, proud of their Andalusi
origins, and traveling to the respective centres of global power almost
exactly one century apart—had much in common. I argue that Bennouna’s
rihla operated on three levels: internationally, it sought to reassert Morocco’s
rightful place as a full member of the concert of nations as the process of deco-
lonisation was sweeping away empires across Africa and Asia; domestically, it
proclaimed the right of the Moroccan urban elites to lead the nation politically
and represent it abroad; andpersonally, it offered a carefully constructed image
of Bennouna as an educated gentleman capable of successfully working with
the movers and shakers of the modern world. In other words, Bennouna’s tra-
velogue exemplified the desire of theMoroccan bourgeoisie to secure its dom-
estic statuswhile gaining international recognition on the basis of true equality.
While al-Saffar used his experiences in France to outline the reasons behind
Morocco’s decline vis-à-vis Europe, Bennouna foreshadowed the kingdom’s
return onto the international stage. Following the young Moroccan nationalist
to North America enables us to witness what it meant to experience the end of
an era and the beginning of a new one.

New York

Mehdi Bennouna was uniquely suited to serve as the Moroccan nationalist
movement’s unaccredited delegate to the United Nations. Born in Tetouan
in 1918 as the sixth child of a reputable upper-class family, he attended
the modernist al-Najah high school in Nablus, Palestine, before moving to
Cairo in 1936 to study at law at Fu’ad University and journalism at the Amer-
ican University (Stenner 2020). He freelanced for a few years upon graduating
but returned home following the end of the Second World War to teach at a
nationalist ‘free school’ and write articles for the anticolonial press. Bennouna
also joined the PNR, which was led by friends and relatives; his brother Tayib
served as its secretary general. He was the logical choice for the task at hand
due to his media experience and fluency in English, skills only a handful of
Moroccans possessed at that time. On 7 June 1947, he bid farewell to
friends and family at Tangier airport as he embarked upon his mission to
make the case for Moroccan independence on the global stage.
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Mehdi Bennouna’s account begins by detailing the travails of the journey
itself. Traveling on a plane differed from anything he had done before. One
example was the severe ear pain he experienced during the ascent from
Tangier airport, a problem that afflicted all passengers. Luckily, though, he
soon noticed that ‘this pain decreased substantially when closing one’s nose
and holding one’s breath’ thus alleviating his initial anxiety.2 The rest of the
trip was ‘relaxing and pleasant’ as the passengers slept or conversed while
being waited on by ‘a beautiful and very polite young woman’.3 Just like al-
Saffar before him, who had recounted the ‘dread of the terrors of the sea’ he
had experienced onboard the steamer to France, overseas travel impacted
him both physically and psychologically (Miller 1992, 87). Describing all of
his emotions during the journey ‘would take very long’ the tired traveler
noted upon his arrival in New York, four flights and thirty-six hours after his
departure. Moving across the Atlantic was a profoundly transformative experi-
ence that created a clear mental distinction between two different worlds.

Life inNewYorkwas truly spectacular, even for someoneaccustomed toacos-
mopolitan metropolis like Cairo. The city’s size and rhythm of daily life over-
whelmed any visitor. Special events could further exacerbate the problem. A
parade by 52,000 members of the American Legion, which lasted all day,
‘made it impossible to cross from one street to another until after trying to do
so for an hour or more’.4 Bennouna was thus forced to spend an entire
Sunday inside his hotel room. Such observations are reminiscent of al-Saffar’s
first impression of Paris, which he described as ‘a city overflowing with people’
who lived in ‘lofty houses and imposingbuildings’ (Miller 1992, 124&106). ‘Com-
pared to the other cities of France’, henoted, ‘it is like amarket day in our country
comparedwith thedaysonwhich there is nomarket’ (Miller 1992, 124). Bybegin-
ning their accounts with an emphasis on the sheer magnitude of the respective
cities, the authors prepared their readers for entering a completely novel social
order that stood outside their traditional points of reference.

New York city offered an astonishing number of amenities. Bennouna
found it nearly impossible to leave the Museum of Modern Art where he
learned about ‘the newest art theories’ and ‘the designs of the modern
cities’.5 Even more impressive was the New York Public Library, which Ben-
nouna visited on numerous occasions. He marveled at its large collections
covering virtually every topic imaginable, including the Maghrib.6 Bennouna
was especially impressed by the system of pneumatic tubes:

To request the book, one writes on a paper and puts it into an opening with
pressured air. After three or four minutes, the book arrives to you from
another opening, one of the employees hands you the book, and you enter
the reading hall… [full] of people reading the whole day

remarked the astonished Moroccan. In his opinion, it was ‘the most amazing
library in the world’. Al-Saffar’s experience at the royal library in Paris had been
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very similar. He had marveled at the astonishing size of its book collection,
especially religious works in Arabic, and proclaimed that ‘if our eyesight had
allowed it, we would have whiled away the entire day there’ (Miller 1992, 189).
The accessibility of such vast bodies of knowledge clearly impressed these visi-
tors who had grown up in a social milieu that placed a high value on learning.

As a journalist, Bennouna immediately noted the centrality of media con-
sumption to the lives of most Americans, who ‘love everything new and inter-
esting’ as long as it was presented in a ‘concise’ manner.7 Their curiosity was
genuine, but also somewhat superficial. The press, for example, ‘pays more
attention to silly and unusual things than to important cases’.8 Such a desire
for spectacle meant that substance alone would not suffice to attract attention.
A partial explanation could be that the American public suffered from infor-
mation overload; ‘the daily press is something the public reads and then
forgets… because the newspapers here sometimes exceed one hundred
pages’, concluded Bennouna.9 Al-Saffar had made the same observation in
France one century prior. According to his rihla, ‘The gazette is of such impor-
tance that one of themwould dowithout food or drink sooner than do without
reading the newspaper’ (Miller 1992, 153). Not all information consumed by
Parisians was ‘necessarily true’ as they also enjoyed gossip and other ‘news
that human nature loves to hear’ (Miller 1992, 152). Nonetheless, the two tra-
velers made it clear that the West’s technological advancement went hand in
hand with a serious commitment to acquiring and disseminating knowledge.

Though generally totally ignorant about North African affairs, or virtually all
other aspects of the wider world for that matter, the Americans Bennouna
encountered displayed a genuine interest in learning about the Moroccan
case for independence. Particularly the country’s vibrant civil society impressed
Bennouna, who regularly received invitations to make his case in front of civic
associations and religious groups. Following a lecture at a Unitarian church, its
members submerged him under ‘a torrent of questions’ and then decided to
‘send letters to the Department of State’ to protest against French colonial pol-
icies in Morocco.10 This showcased the seemingly marvelous character of US
democracy, defined by ‘the control of the people over their government’.11

Securing the sympathies of ordinary folks might ultimately lead to political vic-
tories. The key to establishing such beneficial relations was the continuous
exchange of ‘pleasantries’, a central pillar of American culture.12

Religious life in the United States differed dramatically from the Catholicism
practiced by the vastmajority of European settlers inMorocco. In particular the
practice of interreligious dialogue deeply impressed Bennouna. Following one
of his lectures at a church, all Christian attendees ‘prayed to God to deliver our
nation from its darkness’ while ‘the Muslims and Jews stood up out of honour
and respect for the situation’.13 This experience profoundly moved Bennouna,
who noticed ‘a happiness pervading me that I cannot describe; the Lord
granted us success, because he is good and proper’.14 The Catholic Church
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in Morocco, despite its complicated relationship with the protectorate auth-
orities, supported the colonial order and only opened a dialogue with the
Muslim majority on the eve of independence (Baida and Feroldi 2003; Mar-
guich 2017). Yet in the United States, Bennouna encountered Christians
willing to embrace a just cause despite their religious differences. This was cer-
tainly a reason for hope. By contrast, al-Saffar had viewed Christians as funda-
mentally repugnant, asking God to protect him from ‘the untruth of their claim
and the falsity of their belief’ (Miller 1992, 108).

Americans relished in commercial activities and constantly searched for
new commercial opportunities; a retired US army general now working as
an arms dealer contacted Bennouna in order to expand his business to
North Africa (Bennouna politely declined the deal).15 During an hour-long
meeting with the chief of the Division of African Affairs at the State Depart-
ment, Henry S. Villard, the two men talked about ‘natural resources and
how to exploit them’ as well as ‘the Maghreb as a market for selling American
commodities’.16 As many Arab visitors had noticed before him, the constant
drive to accumulate wealth seemed to be the motor propelling American
society forward. This view mirrored a similar observation made by al-Saffar,
who had noted that ‘the people of Paris, men and women alike, are tireless
in their pursuit of wealth. They are never idle or lazy’ (Miller 1992, 153).
While certainly noteworthy, and even a bit peculiar, neither of these two
men viewed Western-style materialism as inherently bad.

Perhaps the singlemost distinctive characteristic of US society for Bennouna
was the widely held fear of communism. Within a mere week of his arrival, Ben-
nouna ‘noticed that there is a strong “fever” against communism among all
classes of Americans’.17 Especially national liberation movements had to tread
carefully so as to avoid being tarnished in the eyes of the American public. Com-
menting on the coverage of West African nationalism in the New York Herald
Tribune, he remarked that it had become a ‘fashion’ to describe the same antic-
olonial activists as ‘spies of the Kremlin and propagandists of Moscow’who had
allegedly been following ‘the Axis, Nazism, and Fascism’ just a few years prior.18

The general frenzy of the Second Red Scare pushed the American government
to ‘dismiss all communists or anyone linked to communism from public
service’.19 Such hysterical reactions showed that even a people so proud of its
individual liberties did not hesitate to deny the rights of those with different
beliefs. Bennouna thus went to great lengths to avoid associating with
anyone working for ‘any organisation sympathetic towards communism’ lest
it might undermine his own credibility in the public eye.20 This decision did
not just stem from an appropriate degree of caution, but also the preferences
of the bourgeois leaders of the Islamic-conservative nationalist movement,
who unsurprisingly showed little interest in radical leftist politics.

Two anecdotes illustrated the inner contradictions of the United States.
While walking the streets of New York, he observed that people had no
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problem depositing parcels and envelopes next to overflowing public mail-
boxes. Despite laying ‘in the street without a guard’, no one would dare to
touch them due to the ‘honesty’ innate in the American people.21 But Ben-
nouna also noticed a very different side of his host country the very same
day: police officers chased a thief through Midtown Manhattan and, upon
cornering him, ‘opened fire despite the presence of many cars’. The
evening newspapers then published photos of the state-sanctioned killing
in broad daylight. This story troubled Bennouna, who marveled that ‘the
entire American life is filled with contradictions, from complete trust to
betrayal in its outermost form, from love and affection to hate and rancor’.
His observation mirrored one that Sayyid Qutb would make four years later
when highlighting the widespread ‘love for hardcore violence’ as a central
component of American society (2011, 26–7).

Nonetheless, Bennouna’s final verdict was quite positive. The Americans
were ultimately ‘a good race’ who could certainly be convinced to lend
their ‘sympathy’ and ‘support’ to the aspirations of the Moroccan people.22

Interestingly enough, though, he never commented on the topic of race
relations; his readers learned nothing about the status of African-Americans
and other minorities. This silence reflected both the nationalist movement’s
campaign for unity across communal lines inside Morocco and a blind spot
of those ‘white’ urban elites who thought that their Andalusi heritage
made them culturally more refined than their ethnically diverse compatriots.
The nationalist leaders showed little interest in the status of Morocco’s histori-
cally marginalised black communities (Benachir 2003; El Hamel 2013).

Mehdi Bennouna’s report introduced its readers to a fascinating new
world, which stood in sharp contrast to anything they had ever seen in
Africa, Western Asia, or Europe. New York combined chaos and noise with
sophisticated technology and a high quality of life. The city stood at the pin-
nacle of modernity, just like Paris one century earlier. Its inhabitants received
the visitor with open arms and genuine curiosity. Yet despite such similarities,
the accounts of the two Moroccan travelers conveyed very different connota-
tions about Morocco and its place in the wider world. Whereas Muhammad
al-Saffar had correctly perceived France’s technological superiority as a fun-
damental threat to all Muslims, Bennouna viewed the United States as a
potential ally whose material prowess could serve Morocco’s interests. Amer-
icans and Arabs were not totally unlike. Nothing prevented them from
becoming friends. The new superpower had the ability to replace the declin-
ing European empires and establish a more just world order. Furthermore, lib-
eration from colonial rule did not require repudiating the material comforts
that capitalist modernity seemed to offer. Instead, the Moroccan bourgeoisie,
the country’s rightful ruling class, should strive to find acceptance among its
‘advanced’ peers abroad. This did not mean wholesale imitation but seeking
new paths forward on the basis of transatlantic cooperation.
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The United Nations

Mehdi Bennouna had obviously not come to New York for sight-seeing, but
to make the case for Moroccan independence before the United Nations. The
nascent intergovernmental organisation was still in a state of flux. While most
daily activities occurred at the UN’s temporary headquarters at Lake Success
on Long Island, the meetings of the General Assembly and the Security
Council actually took place at a facility in Flushing, Queens. Traveling to
either of these sites from his hotel in Manhattan took Bennouna more than
one hour. A press card granted him access to all events. The general atmos-
phere inside the buildings mirrored the egalitarian and multi-national world
order the UN allegedly sought to establish. The best place to experience its
unique character was the cafeteria, which catered to thousands of diplomats,
politicians, lobbyists, journalists, and staffmembers each day. Bennouna mar-
veled at the diversity of people he encountered during his daily lunch break.
‘You see the janitor next to the council president, and the small writer next to
the prime minister… according to coincidence and the place which he found
empty’.23 The challenge of finding a vacant seat at a communal table in the
‘very crowded’ cafeteria served as a great equaliser.

Despite lacking any official accreditation, Bennouna immediately felt a
sense of belonging among the community of diplomats gathered in
New York. As he explained in his diary, ‘Every time I talk to those I know, I
get to know other people and they invite me to drink or eat [with them]
during the breaks’.24 On a busy day, he might converse with up to fifty indi-
viduals.25 A single coffee break could include informal chats with a Near East
specialist from the Department of State, the press attaché at the Mexican
embassy, and the head of the Polish UN delegation. Many of his interlocutors
displayed a genuine interest in the situation in North Africa, a region most of
them knew little about but which they considered to be of vital strategic
importance. The countless parties organised by the various delegations
offered ideal opportunities for meeting new acquaintances in a relaxed
atmosphere. After returning from a reception held by the Arab League for
Asian diplomats, a satisfied Bennouna described it as ‘the most glamorous
one, despite the bit of chaos that accompanies Easterners in all they do!’26

Those closest to Bennouna were of course the members of the six Arab del-
egations, who provided informal advice, personal introductions, and a
modicum of public support. Shared bonds of language and religion facilitated
these relationships. The secretary general of the Arab League, Azzam Pasha,
became a close friend. Nonetheless, Bennouna did not hesitate to criticise
his Arab colleagues for their lackluster efforts with regard to the future of Pales-
tine. Instead of adequately preparing for important committee meetings, they
often arrived late and too hungover to pay any attention to the proceedings.
After a particularly long day at Lake Success, he noted with disgust, ‘Parties,
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soirées, card games, night clubs, and appointments with beautiful ladies!! This
takes up all of their time, money, and thoughts’. Gossiping behind their backs,
other delegates described them as ‘amateurs’ and ‘children’.27 But Bennouna
noticed that the performance of the Arab diplomats improved during the
weeks immediately prior to the partition vote; the Lebanese ambassador
Camille Chamoun, for example, was a ‘first-class orator’ who gave several pas-
sionate speeches in defense of the Palestinians.28 By late October, no one could
doubt that the Arab diplomats were ‘doing their utmost on behalf of Pales-
tine’.29 But they ultimately proved powerless to derail the partition proposal,
which the General Assembly approved on 29 November 1947.

Bennouna deemed it an essential aspect of his mission to project a positive
image of himself, and by extension the Moroccan people. He was thus quick
to criticise how other Muslims handled themselves. A party hosted by Sayf al-
Islam Abdullah exemplified the discrepancy between façade and reality. As
was his custom, the Yemeni prince appeared in his traditional garments
with a turban and dagger, serving his guests fruit drinks and sweets. This
assured Bennouna who had considered him a model for ‘keeping the
Islamic traditions in the land of Uncle Sam’.30 But after just one hour,
‘glasses of champagne and whiskey’ began to circulate among the guests,
thus undermining his carefully crafted public image of piety. Indeed, Ben-
nouna remarked, many Muslims seemed quite ‘proud’ of drinking alcohol
in America.31 New York was not only a place where one might experience

Figure 1. Mehdi Bennouna (far left) at a party organised by Yemeni prince Sayf al-Islam
Abdallah (centre). Fall 1947. (Courtesy of Aboubakr Bennouna.)
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the miracles of industrialised modernity, but apparently also a cesspool of
vice that could easily ensnare any visitor unprepared to resist its lure.

There is no doubt that Bennouna did indeed feel disgusted by the doings of
some Arab diplomats. But highlighting their moral shortcomings also enabled
him to present his own activities in a particularly positive light. We know for a
fact that Bennouna was no teetotaler: in the fall of 1948, he spent a lively
evening with the staff of the American Legation in Tangier during which ‘he
entertained the group with amusing stories of his visit to the United States
last summer’ and ‘did not hesitate to drink several whiskeys prior to
dinner’.32 It also seems unlikely that he abstained from alcoholic beverages
during the many meals he shared with American journalists, a professional
group known for its heavy drinking culture. Nonetheless, he took great pride
in his public image as a dedicated servant of the Moroccan nation, who
avoided the ubiquitous siren calls of temptation. Just like al-Saffar before
him, Bennouna used his travel account to ensure that his readers would
acknowledge his diligent work and virtuous public appearance abroad.

Bennouna did not focus primarily on his personal encounters but rather on
international diplomacy; his minute observations provide a fascinating first-
hand account of the dynamics inside the UN just two years after its establish-
ment. Unsurprisingly, the emerging Cold War weighed on everyone’s mind.
Bennouna noted that every topic on the UN’s agenda immediately became
polarised since ‘the atmosphere is extremely tense between the United
States and Russia’.33 The geopolitical competition dominated every discus-
sion even if an issue ‘violated all human principles and all paragraphs of
the [UN] charter.34 Its binary logic undermined ‘all efforts undertaken by
the nations which are not interested in the rivalry’.35 It even cast its
shadow on the future of the Maghrib. Fearful of the growing influence of
the French Communist Party, which might cause Paris to eventually join
the Eastern bloc, US diplomats did not want to alienate France by criticising
its policies in North Africa.36 The American desire to ‘resist communism’
trumped all other considerations.37 Yet the descending Iron Curtain was
not the sole factor shaping international politics.

The Indonesian struggle for independence from Dutch rule offered a prime
example for the hierarchical global order. Britain and the United States backed
The Netherlands in its attempt to merely ‘reform’ its administrative apparatus
amidst popular pressure calling for the immediate termination of foreign rule.
They were opposed by an alliance of ‘small countries’ led by India, which
wanted to overcome the pro-colonial status quo.38 Bennouna described the
situation as ‘extremely tense’ as he witnessed the first diplomatic clash
between several newly independent nations and the Western powers. Ulti-
mately, ‘the pressure of world and international public opinion’ forced the
Security Council to pass a total of six resolutions calling for a cease fire and
immediate negotiations regarding the future of the archipelago nation.39
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That was certainly a success. The Indonesian delegate Lambertus Nicodemus
Palar had done tremendous work behind the scenes even though he only
enjoyed observer status, which confirmed Bennouna’s ‘hopes for to the pro-
gress of the [colonial cases] in the international establishment’.40 But obtaining
concrete victorieswas easier said than done given theUN’s preference for geo-
political stability (Mazower 2009). TheMoroccannationalists had to realise that
they would ‘not secure anything without securing the votes of the United
States and a few important nations’, a daunting task to say the least.41 The
UN could indeed become an arena for anticolonial movements to present
their grievances, but this required putting together a large coalition of states.

Creating such partnerships required an immense amount of backroom deal-
ings as diplomats bartered away their votes in exchange for concessions on
other issues. For example, the representatives of Argentina and the Dominican
Republic offered to vote against the partition of Palestine in return for the
silence of the Arab states on the status of Spanish Morocco (‘Yes, dear brothers,
the Arabs began to haggle with our interest, and they are playing with our
future’, Bennouna noted angrily in his dairy).42 It was not ‘the strength or weak-
ness of an argument’ that decided individual cases, ‘but political tricks and
schemes as well as the buying of votes with money, promises or terrorism’.43

Despite the constraints imposed by such realpolitik, Bennouna repeatedly
tried to attract attention to the case for Moroccan independence through
press releases and conversations with journalists and diplomats (Secretary
General Trygve Lie privately expressed his sympathy for the Moroccan
case).44 But since ‘international public opinion’ remained entirely absorbed in
the future of Palestine, Bennouna acknowledged that ‘our case would be
buried before its birth, if we set it in motion at this critical time’.45 He neverthe-
less remained optimistic about the future, because he had learned ‘a lot about
[the UN’s] secrets and details and every day that knowledge increases’.46

Whereas the General Assembly appeared sympathetic towards national liber-
ation movements, the Security Council suffered from a ‘strong partisanship
[ʿasabiyya] created by the colonial nations and their friends and followers’.47

Organising a coalition of anticolonial nations in support of Moroccan indepen-
dence was a prerequisite for exposing the case to world public opinion and
thus putting pressure on the great powers to act.

Bennouna even experiencedwhat it felt like to be a ‘real’diplomat byway of
his interactions with Spanish officials and their antagonists. Because Spain’s
dictator, Francisco Franco, had cooperated with the fascist powers during
the previous decade, the UN refused to let the country join its ranks. Obtaining
the recognition inherent in full membership status thus became the central
aim of Spanish foreign policy post-1945, which focused in particular on
strengthening relations with the member states of the Arab League (Algora
Weber 1995). When the Spanish minister plenipotentiary learned about Ben-
nouna’s anticolonial activities, he sought to negotiate a temporary diplomatic
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truce in exchange for a decrease in political repression inside the Moroccan
protectorate (Bennouna very much enjoyed this meeting with the ‘extremely
troubled and worried’ Spaniard).48 For a few weeks, it seemed as if real nego-
tiations between colonisers and colonised might become possible. Nonthe-
less, their talks failed to yield any tangible results.

Bennouna also engaged the government in exile of the Spanish Republic,
which consisted of numerous factions. During a private lunch, the permanent
representative of the Basque country in New York warned him that many
members of the anti-Francoist movement could not be trusted because they
were too Francophile.49 The next day, Bennouna met Álvaro de Albornoz,

Figure 2. Mehdi Bennouna (centre right) and Spanish minister plenipotentiary Manuel
Aznar Zubigaray (centre left) at the United Nations. Fall 1947. (Courtesy of Aboubakr
Bennouna.)
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head of the Spanish Republican government in exile, who made an extraordi-
narily bad impression on the Moroccan nationalist. ‘We talked for a long time,
but the conversation did not yield anything, because the man is one of those
who love stories and history. He tookme back to the days of al-Andalus and his
Arabic roots and such’, bemoaned the Moroccan, who wanted to focus on the
future, not reminisce about the ancient past.50 Such anecdotes reveal the rela-
tively open atmosphere that characterised the UN during its early years, which
enabled all kinds of people to exchange ideas independent of their diplomatic
status. For a brief moment, however fleeting, a Moroccan representative could
imagine himself shaping the new global order.

Bennouna’s activities at the UN presaged Morocco’s return to the inter-
national concert of nations that would occur one decade later. By contrast,
al-Saffar had witnessed the decline of Moroccan power as the country
showed itself incapable of fending off the steadily encroaching imperialist
powers. He and his colleagues had left France with ‘our hearts consumed
with fire from what we had seen of their overwhelming power and mastery
… in comparison with the weakness of Islam’ (Miller 1992, 193). Bennouna
now saw a new world emerge out of the ruins created by the Second
World War. This transitional moment seemed like an ideal opportunity to
reassert Moroccan sovereignty after more than three decades under
foreign rule. Bennouna’s report made it clear that doing so would not be
easy. The prevailing power discrepancies and the brutal realpolitik he
observed at the UN would prove considerable obstacles in the path of all
self-appointed representatives of non-member states demanding their
rights. Yet it also showed the myriad ways in which diligent work by dedi-
cated activists could create new opportunities in the struggle against coloni-
alism. Bennouna was heard, seen, and even taken seriously by the diplomats
gathered in New York. Some even showed him more respect than some of
their officially accredited colleagues. The age of imperialism—characterised
by European powers working in concert to unilaterally impose their will on
the unfortunate peoples of Africa and Asia—was certainly coming to an end.

Personal Reflections

The excitement and stress of living in New York and lobbying at the United
Nations took a toll on Bennouna. While he was glad that so many people
he encountered wanted to hear about the Moroccan case, making the
same points again and again could be quite exhausting. ‘I repeat it each
day five or six, if not ten times. I sometimes begin to memorise arranged sen-
tences, one following the other, until I find myself to be a parrot or a phono-
graph that does not know anything else’, he complained less than a month
after his arrival.51 The constant meetings, writing of letters, interviews with
journalists, and printing of brochures meant that Bennouna had very little
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time to rest. ‘I think that the burden weighs very heavily upon me’, he noted
in mid-August.52 Two weeks later, he expressed his desire to ‘return to the
beloved homeland at the nearest opportunity possible’.53 The emotional
roller coaster caused by the constant interplay of minor victories and demor-
alising setbacks drained Bennouna. By the end of November, Bennouna had
to reduce the scope of his efforts due to ‘extreme fatigue and weariness’ that
resulted in ‘a sudden sickness’.54

The third session of the United Nations concluded with numerous going-
away parties that gathered New York’s unique multinational biotope for a
few final reunions. Diplomats, politicians, journalists, and their spouses sang,
drank, and laughed to celebrate the end of their time together. A few of
them engaged in last-minute arguments. To almost everyone’s delight, or so
he claimed, Bennouna theatrically compared French colonial rule to feudalism
at one such event; two young French journalists abruptly left the party ‘without
beingmourned’.55 Bennounaalso invited twodozen journalists andUNofficials
to an informal get-together over snacks anddrinks at theHotel Plaza.Movedby
the experiences of the last six months, Bennouna ‘thanked them for their aid,
bid them farewell, and promised to return soon’.56 His stay in New York had
made a pivotal contribution to advancing the case of Moroccan independence
on the international stage (Stenner 2019); it had also been a profoundly trans-
formative experience for him personally. His peers from around the world had
treated him almost as an equal, not like a colonial subject.

Figure 3.Mehdi Bennouna (right) aboard the Queen Mary. December 1947. (Courtesy of
Aboubakr Bennouna.)
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Bennouna’s final diary entry described his return voyage on the Queen
Mary, which was filled with UN delegates seeking to spend Christmas and
New Year’s Eve with their families. He spent most of the time ‘resting and
doing gymnastics’ in order to recuperate from his strenuous sojourn in
New York.57 ‘Everyone avoided talking about politics because we really had
become bored of all personal topics’, he noted.58 The ship itself was a true
marvel that encapsulated the novelty of his trip across the Atlantic. ‘It
really does not feel like traveling on the ocean…One rather finds it like a
splendid and large hotel in which one spends hours traveling between
places without seeing the sea or feeling [its] movement at all’, Bennouna
remarked. Numerous restaurants, swimming pools, cinemas, and libraries
gave it the feeling of a bustling city rather than a mere means of transpor-
tation. With everyone engaging in ‘elegant dancing, games, betting, and lis-
tening to music’, time passed quickly, and passengers soon forgot that they
were aboard a ship. Just as his travels to the North America by plane had left a
deep impression on Mehdi Bennouna, so his return voyage offered him
another opportunity to physically experience modernity via technology, at
the same time as it opened the door to the possibility of the Moroccan bour-
geoisie joining the international community as peers.

Conclusion

Muhammad al-Saffar closed the marvelous account of his voyage to France
by invoking the divine:

May God forgive me for what my hands have committed, for the repulsive
abominations my eyes have witnessed, and for the abhorrent blasphemies
and confused mutterings of the misguided that my ears have heard. I ask
Him to lead me back to the path of the righteous

he appealed to his Creator (Miller 1992, 221). Returning from the land of the
infidels required spiritual purification. Even though al-Saffar had provided a
very sympathetic account of his hosts, the French—like all the inhabitants
of the land of rum—fundamentally remained the Other whose very existence
threatened the abode of Islam. Yet we should avoid simply taking such state-
ments at face value given his otherwise quite enthusiastic account of France
and its people. Their main purpose was the performance of ‘ideological cor-
rectness’ that his readers would certainly have expected rather than an
expression of a deeply held personal conviction (Miller 1992, 52). They
were also undermined by the very logic of the rihla itself. According to
Susan Gilson Miller, al-Saffar proved to his readers that ‘one can go to the
land of enchantment, the abode of both good and evil, immerse oneself in
it, and return home wiser and yet unscathed’ (1992, 69). Al-Saffar warned
about the threat posed by the European states while simultaneously
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urging his compatriots to show greater interest in developments taking place
on the northern shores of the Mediterranean.

Mehdi Bennouna’s dispatches also introduced his readers to a new world
that seemingly lay just beyond the horizon. Although written in the form of a
diary and thus meant to convey the emotions of the moment, it followed the
time proven structure—departure, adventure, return—of virtually every tra-
velogue. One might argue that such an account could have been written
by any modern traveler anywhere in the world. It certainly was not an
impressive literary achievement. Nonetheless, its topic, purpose, and
intended audience enable us to read it against the background of al-
Saffar’s rihla so as to better understand the transformations the North
African kingdom had undergone during the preceding century. Moroccans
no longer deemed it necessary to prostrate themselves before the European
powers and instead wanted to secure their country’s standing on the world
stage.

As part of that historical process, the scions of the country’s urban elites—
highly educated, multilingual, modern—sought to regain the social status
their ancestors had once possessed. Bennouna’s self-confident appearance
at the United Nations, and the boldness of his claim to speak on behalf of
the Moroccan people, embodied the desire of an entire social class to reassert
itself. It also showcased his personal ambition to a leadership role in the
making of the new Morocco. (Bennouna would go on to establish the coun-
try’s first news agency,Maghreb Arabe Press, in 1959, thus playing a dominant
role in the post-independence Moroccan media landscape). This had only
become possible due the tectonic shifts in the landscape of international
relations as the colonial powers no longer remained capable of completely
containing the aspirations of their subject peoples. The age of empire was
finally giving way to the age of the nation state. The travel accounts by
Muhammad al-Saffar and Mehdi Bennouna give us insights into how ordinary
Moroccans experienced this dramatic transformation.
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